ABSTRACT: Enterprise mobility and IP multimedia system corporate services are becoming more relevant; in particular, the IMS-based presence service is starting to provide different kinds of seamlessly mobile services, with context awareness in a wide range of enterprise-deployment scenarios. How-ever, the deployment of presence-based enterprise services in wide and heterogeneous wireless networks still faces several challenges. First of all, scalability and differentiated quality are considered crucial, especially under heavy traffic conditions and when dealing with inter-domain mobility scenarios. This article presents an overview of very recent research contributions about the standard IMS presence service and some novel proposals for scalability and quality optimization. In addition, we propose a novel presence service solution that presents three original extensions for scalability and quality: a federated model to optimize inter-domain distribution of notification messages through locality-based aggregation, a proposal for differentiated quality levels, and an extension of client-side buffering for reliable delivery of presence messages, even during user roaming. The prototype of the enhanced presence service has been deployed and validated by obtaining performance results of improved scalability in terms of CPU and memory usage in infrastructure nodes and message traffic. The prototype is openly available to the IMS community for possible refinement and extension.

INTRODUCTION

A growing number of mobile users calls for seamless access to their services while they move across heterogeneous wireless infrastructures, spanning from IEEE 802.11 and Bluetooth to cellular third generation (3G) and beyond. Despite the recognized benefits of a full integration of wireless provisioning infrastructures, the development and deployment of enterprise mobile services over these networks still are challenging tasks due to the difficult service requirements of continuous accessibility, quality of service (QoS), and high scalability. In addition, the mobility of business users (within one enterprise and even between different enterprises) further stresses the service requirements and forces the consideration of innovative solutions for scalable mobility management, for example, in the case of abrupt changes in wireless access technologies, available resources and services, administration domains, and user- and service-related profiles (such as user location and online status — online, offline, busy, etc.). A deployment scenario that consists of a large number of business users moving between different and geographically distributed domains, called the enterprise mobility scenario in the following, requires prompt and interoperable notification of context changes for the dynamic adaptation of service provisioning. For this reason, presence services (PSs), traditionally exploited to maintain user online status only in the traditional, fixed Internet, are gaining the ambitious role of main-taining and disseminating the whole context of users and services in Internet Protocol (IP)-based mobile networks [1].

Given the recognized need of supporting mobile services over all-IP wireless networks, a wide range of standardization entities, from the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) and 3GPP2 to the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and the Open Mobile Alliance (OMA), has agreed to define the IP multimedia subsystem (IMS) [2]. IMS simplifies the design and implementation of mobile services by adopting an application-layer approach and by exploiting the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) to harmonize session control. IMS recognizes PSs as a core
support facility for a novel mobility-enabled service [3–5]; however, currently, the IMS-based PS exhibits several weaknesses that limit its widespread adoption for enterprise-level services. First, the current IMS PS specifications do not address coordination issues between PSs that are distributed in different IMS administration domains [6]. Second, IMS session signaling (and presence signaling, in particular) is likely to introduce relevant and non-scalable overhead, especially in 3G core networks and inter-domain interactions [7, 8]. Third, the IMS PS does not provide support for the differentiation of message handling priority yet, thus limiting the pos-sibility of managing differentiated quality levels, for instance, to grant service levels to business users over non-business users, especially during traffic overload.

The first part of this article provides an updated overview of the current status of IMS-based PS standardization, by surveying the primary PS optimizations proposed in the literature. The second part proposes a novel PS solution that couples three original characteristics. First, we adopt a federated PS-server model to improve scalability and to optimize inter-domain distribution of notification messages through local aggregation. Second, the article proposes an original PS extension for differentiated QoS levels. Third, it applies client-side buffering techniques to grant reliable delivery of PS messages even during user roaming. The proposed PS solution was implemented, deployed, and thoroughly tested over a distributed testbed, including several IMS domains, and made openly available to the IMS community. The reported experimental results demonstrate that the proposed outperforms known solutions in the literature in terms of scalability of central processing unit (CPU) and memory usage at infrastructure nodes and of message traffic, with a very limited increase in message-delivery delay.

BACKGROUND FOR IMS-BASED PS

Presence is a well-known concept in the traditional Internet and widely used in applications such as instant messaging and multiparty games [1]; presence permits users and hardware/software components, called presentities, to convey their ability and willingness to communicate with watchers. To receive PS publish and update mes-sages from presentities, that is, presence notifica-tions, watchers subscribe to presence servers that act as intermediaries in any PS-related communication between presentities and watchers.

The concept of presence recently was enlarged to include any context information that is useful to adapt service provisioning to the current state of the execution environment in a personalized way; this enlargement helped PS become a core component of several IMS-based mobile services today. For instance, instant messaging exploits the PS context information about one user’s online/offline/busy status to check whether she is reachable, and voice/video conferencing uses PS context to adapt sessions depending on profiles of currently used devices and wireless cards. In addition, several other applications can be envisioned, for example, paging services that exploit PS context to contact employees in an office or doctors in a hospital in the quickest way.

To fully understand both the following overview of the current literature about IMS-based extension proposals and our novel solution, first we briefly give some background about the core presentities are

• IMS client, which controls session setup and media transport through SIP extensions specified by the IETF and 3GPP IMS-related standards. A unique HTTP-like uniform resource identifier (URI), such as sip:user@domain, identifies an IMS client.
• Proxy-call session control function (P-CSCF), which establishes secure associations with mobile clients and routes outgoing and incoming SIP messages to the inner IMS infrastructure on their behalf.
• Interrogating-CSCF (I-CSCF), which is responsible to interconnect and route SIP messages securely among different IMS domains.
• Application server (AS), which allows the introduction of new IMS-based services. The IMS-based PS also is realized as a specific AS; any IMS domain runs at least one IMS PS server.
• Home subscriber server (HSS), which stores authentication data and profiles for registered clients.
• Session-CSCF (S-CSCF), which is the core component enabling the coordinated interaction of all IMS entities. S-CSCF initially registers IMS clients by interacting with HSS. Moreover, depending on the filters/triggers specified by client profiles, S-CSCF can differentiate the routing of specific types of SIP messages to different ASs. For instance, S-CSCF identifies PS messages and forwards them to the PS server.

Specifically focusing on the core components of IMS-based PS, they are:

• IMS clients, which can serve as either presentities or watchers. More precisely, the presence user agent is the entity that provides PS information about a presentity (for the sake of presentation simplicity, in the following we use the single term, presentity, to refer to both).
• Presence server (PS), which facilitates PS interactions. It accepts and stores PS subscriptions from watchers and
sends NOTIFY messages, triggered by PUBLISH messages from presentities, to registered watchers.

In addition, the PS defines other components, such as the PS network agent, which collects and combines different information about a presentity and specifies protocols, such as the XML Configuration Access Protocol (XCAP), to manipulate PS-related management data (subscription authorization policies, resource lists, etc.). For additional details about IMS and its PS, please refer to [2].

Figure 1 shows the deployment of the above components in a general scenario of inter-domain PS subscriptions: core IMS components are in grey, and PS servers in white. To refer to watcher 1 in domain A, we use the notation W_{A,1}; similarly, presentity 1 in domain B is denoted by P_{B,1}. For a domain, we annotate all watchers/presentities depending on the represented home or visited domain. Watchers and presentities execute at mobile clients; P-CSCF is deployed at the network edges of the networks visited by clients; HSSs, I-CSCF, S-CSCFs, and PSs are located in home networks.

**IMS –BASED PS: OPEN ISSUES AND STATE-OF-THE-ART**

For a better understanding of our proposal, we summarize the primary issues that emerge in the enterprise-level exploitation of IMS-based services and briefly review the main research activities that recently addressed some of these issues. Interdomain communications increase the number of involved IMS entities and also more challenging because network links between IMS domains are typically slower than intra-domains. PSs must face four critical situations: they are

- Single watcher of multiple presentities in another domain
- Multiple watchers of a single presentity in another domain
- Triangulation
- Traversing node number

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution</th>
<th>IMS-compliant</th>
<th>Federated PS</th>
<th>Delayed NOTIFY</th>
<th>Reduction of exchanged NOTIFY messages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Batched notification</td>
<td>Yes; requires SIP event framework extensions (not addressed)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Depends on batching period and policy (per-watcher/domain)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common NOTIFY</td>
<td>Yes; SIP event framework extensions (not addressed)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>For each presentity ( P_i ), it is possible a reduction of 1/(number ( P_i ) watchers in other domains)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View Sharing</td>
<td>Yes; proposes SIP event framework extensions</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>N/A — see Common NOTIFY</td>
<td>N/A — see common NOTIFY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP adoption</td>
<td>No; requires to eliminate OK messages for NOTIFY dialogs</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>All OK messages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSRP adoption</td>
<td>No; requires intra-domain coordination among PS and MSRP relays</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Depends on MSRP relays</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comparison of interdomain PS optimization techniques.

**EMERGING PARTIAL SOLUTIONS FOR INTER-DOMAIN PS COORDINATION**

Some solutions to reduce PS traffic on the last hop in wired-wireless-integrated networks have already been standardized, but only for intra-domain scenarios (e.g., signaling compression, resource lists to enable multiple subscriptions through a one-only SUBSCRIBE message, pull-based interactions by using standard SUBSCRIBE messages with expiry time 0, partial notifications to reduce NOTIFY message length, etc.) [5]. In contrast, the research work addressing inter-domain scenarios is still in its infancy. The very few SIP-compliant proposals that have emerged in the field include:

- *Batched notification* — This technique solves the first issue raised in the previous section by proposing the reduction of...
the number of NOTIFY/OK messages through aggregation; aggregation can be performed on an either per-watcher or per-domain basis [10]. The main weakness is that NOTIFY aggregation introduces significant delays when compared to the delivery of single NOTIFY messages, depending on the selected batching period.

• Common NOTIFY to multiple watchers — Thistechnique solves the second issue raised in the previous section by suggesting the delivery of a single NOTIFY/OK message to the watchers’ PS that redistributes it locally to all watchers [10]. This solution implies that watchers’ data is passed to the watchers’ PS; hence, the assumption is a trust relationship between PSs that respect agreed-upon privacy rules.

• Optimizing federated presence with view sharing
  — This optimization proposes a mechanism to share views of subscribed watchers among domains and defines the related required extensions of the SIP event framework [11]. After mutual authentication, federated domains trust each other and exchange access control lists to update their views of authorized watchers. This technique can be used to enable the previously presented common NOTIFY optimization.

These solutions have the relevant advantage of not imposing modifications to the existing IMS infrastructure. Further improvements could be obtained by relaxing the compliance constraint: for instance, the use of Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) instead of UDP would eliminate OK confirmations for inter-domain NOTIFY dialogs; the adoption of the Message Session Relay Protocol (MSRP), with MSRP relays, would aggregate multiple NOTIFY messages, at the expense of increased notification delays [9].

A very crucial technical point is that all of the above proposals have not been applied to the IMS-based PS yet. In addition, they reduce inter-domain NOTIFY exchange, but batched notification and MSRP achieve this goal by increasing delays for watchers. Moreover, all these solutions introduce longer delays due to the required relay of NOTIFY messages through both the presentity and watcher PSs. Finally, they do not address ser-vice differentiation at all, whereas other recent proposals in other IMS-related areas are starting to work on that, for instance, [12] suggests to pri-oritize emergency calls over regular ones by differ-entiating call session initialization at the IMS core.

ENTERPRISE PS ENHANCEMENTS FOR SERVICE DIFFERENTIATION AND USER MOBILITY

Notwithstanding some seminal research work, several enterprise requirements for PS are still largely unexplored. Service differentiation is unsupported: all watchers are uniformly handled at the PS and even if they specify diversified maximum NOTIFY delays, the consequent PS operations would complicate resource manage-ment and accounting, especially for wide-scale providers. Issues related to enterprise-user mobility, for example, inter-domain roaming and triangulation, have not been addressed at all. Last, but very relevant, to the best of our knowl-edge, none of the optimizations in the previous section have been implemented and validated over real multi-domain IMS benchmarks.

Our research work aims to overcome the above limitations. First, our solution defines three main classes of service (gold, silver, and copper) and differentiates notification process-ing to grant prompter notifications to higher pri-ority classes: enterprise users can obtain service-quality differentiated-service provisioning according to internal organization roles; for instance, a possible mapping is workers to cop-per, managers to silver, and top managers to gold. In short, the primary idea is to exclude privileged clients from traffic reduction opti-mization techniques that tend to delay notifications. Second, our PS proposal can overcome message losses, which may occur during user roaming and temporary disconnections: it exploits original and lightweight heuristics for mobility prediction to foresee roaming events and masks potential losses through local buffer-ing at IMS clients. Third, our solution imple-ments all the optimization techniques already sketched, by adding them to the scenario of ser-vice differentiation and mobility enhancements. Last, but very relevant, our proposal was designed and implemented at the application-layer, without modifying the core IMS compo-nents, thus achieving full compliance with standard IMS-based PS and potentially also leveraging the adoption of our solution in already-deployed network environments.

The key component in our proposal is the inter-domain optimization module (IOM) that is deployed at each IMS domain and interacts with the local PS to implement PS optimizations together with differentiated quality levels. The IOM consists of a client and a server part. The IOM client acts as a local proxy for external PSs and mediates all watcher-to-PS and inter-domain PS-to-PS interactions. It accepts watcher sub-scriptions in the watcher home domain and re-routes them to external PSs by also adding a record-route header field in order to receive suc-cessive messages; afterwards, it receives and re-distributes aggregated notifications. The IOM server handles subscription requests from external IOM clients: it determines the watcher class and subscribes to the local PS on its behalf; it captures notifications and delivers them after aggregation. To maintain the required level of trust between domains, IOMs are federated: each IOM keeps a list of authorized IOM peers and exploits transport-layer security for mutual authentication and data encryption.

Service differentiation is enforced by our IOM on a per-session base, depending on watch-er indications in their SUBSCRIBE message headers. The IOM associates gold watchers with the notify-message management that grants the
shortest notification delays. Gold watchers are excluded from traffic optimizations: the IOM does not participate in their service routing because they interact directly with external PSs; in addition, the PS schedules gold NOTIFY mes-sages with the highest priority. Silver watchers, instead, are served by applying the common NOTIFY technique: for each PUBLISH message, the IOM server interacts with the PS to gather the list of all subscribed and authorized watchers and sends them possibly aggregated NOTIFY messages. Finally, copper watchers receive batched notification management: for each watcher, the IOM server batches its notifications and delivers an aggregated NOTIFY message, either at specified intervals or when the message size exceeds the maximum UDP payload length, so as to avoid message split.

Our solution differentiates PS management by working only at PS end-hosts for the sake of full compliance; when novel techniques for sig-naling-traffic differentiation will be introduced in the IMS standard specifications and will be available in IMS core implementations, our IOM will be easily extended to take advantage of those new features, with the consequent further improvement of its performance.

PS ENHANCEMENT IMPLEMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE RESULTS:

We thoroughly tested and evaluated the scalabil-ity performance of our solution by validating it over our multi-domain IMS testbed deployment. Our IMS infrastructure components run on Linux boxes, each equipped with two 1.8 GHz CPUs and 2048 MB of RAM. The distributed testbed consists of two domains (domain A and domain B) that follow the IMS-based PS specifi-cations. For each domain, each IMS core com-ponent (P-/I-/S-CSCF and HSS) runs on a single host, while IOM and PS execute together on a dedicated host (Fig. 1). We realized the IOM component as a new module for the OpenSER PS by adding some original features: the IOM server interacts with the OpenSER PS module to implement our enhancements and uses the PS user agent module to interact with external PS servers [14]. In addition, our enhanced PS is based on OpenIMSCore, an open and recog-nized implementation of the main IMS compo-nents. Finally, our CS was implemented by using standard Linux tools for wireless interface query and designed to integrate with the open-source University of Cape Town (UCT) client. Our pro-totype and multi-domain testbed are openly available for the IMS community.1

To test inter-domain system scalability, we employed the IMS Bench SIPp, an IMS traffic generator that conforms to the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) TS 186 008 IMS/NGN Performance Benchmark specification. IMS Bench SIPp permits the defini-tion of benchmark configuration scenarios that correspond to different IMS session phases (e.g., registration, subscription, etc.). In the exper-i-ments, we defined three main phases. In the first phase, IMS clients register with a constant arrival rate of 10 calls per second (cps); this phase lasts 15 s and registers 150 clients, equally distributed over the two domains. In the second phase, all watchers subscribe to the presentities: in our case, all watchers belong to domain A and all presenti-ties to domain B; in addition, we tuned phase duration to obtain a different number of subscrip-tions for single presentity, that is, the watcher/pre-sentity (w/p) factor. Finally, during the third phase, presentities inject PUBLISH messages.

The reported experimental results focus on potential system bottlenecks for wide-scale deployment to point out three different and cru-cial aspects: the first one stresses the workload reduction that the adopted PS enhancements enable in inter-domain routing; the second one evaluates inter-domain SIP traffic reduction; the third one focuses on decreasing inter-domain delays by service differentiation, even in over-load conditions.

Regarding the local workload in inter-domain PS routing, we report results about the most overloaded component: the external S-CSCF (S-CSCF in Fig. 2). The same considerations also apply to other components, such as the local S-CSCF in the non-optimized PS scenario. Figure 3 reports CPU and memory utilization (from 0 to 200 percent, summing up the usage percent-age of the two CPUs) for our benchmark phases; all presented measurements have exhibited a limited variance (under 5 percent for more than one hundred runs). In particular, the third phase was configured with 12 incremental steps with 30 s of duration, going from 5 cps to 90 cps accord-ing to a Poisson distribution. After a preliminary evaluation of the system scalability threshold, we have determined four w/p thresholds (i.e., 6.6, 8.6, 10.9, and 14.6 w/p) to increasingly stir up the system to its upper limit.

Without any PS enhancements, S-CSCF can-not terminate step 12 and collapses at 353 s, 244 s, 183 s, and 137 s for 6.6, 8.6, 10.9, and 14.6 w/p, respectively (Fig. 3a). The IOM activation can greatly improve system scalability; in particular, the common and batched NOTIFY enhancement (Figs. 3b and 3c) effectively can drop both CPU and memory usage at the S-CSCF by decreasing the number of NOTIFY messages exchanged. The bursty CPU trend in Fig. 3c is due to notification batching at the IOM; however, the CPU oscilla-tion interval is modest and its peaks are always under 20 percent (much lower than the peaks usually due to common NOTIFY optimization).

Even at the saturation threshold without PS enhancements, the IOM continues to work prop-erly and avoids the congestion of inter-domain IMS components at an acceptable overhead cost. In particular, the system with our
enhancements saturates only at a PUBLISH rate of 250 cps with 14.6 w/p (not shown in figure). At this point, the CPU usage at PS is always below 120 percent for common NOTIFY, whereas it slightly increases to 140 percent for batched NOTIFY. However, due to its ability to better distribute the inter-domain net-work load over time, NOTIFY batching proved to be less prone to PUBLISH message peaks. In both cases, the IOM presents a limited overhead, and most CPU overhead is due to database access: 80 percent for 250*14.6 = 3650 accesses per second.

The second set of experimental results in Fig. 4 reports inter-domain traffic reductions by the IOM interposition; Figs. 4 and 5 are in a logarithmic scale for sake of readability. The results relate to the same experimental scenarios considered before, with the addition of all messages potential-ly sent to the S-CSCF reported as the first column (including the ones lost in the case of an S-CSCF crash due to overload). The w/p ratio increase does not produce any significant change to com-mon NOTIFY optimization, whereas the number of batched NOTIFY messages slightly decreases because of favoring by higher w/p factors. The third test shows how our service differen-tiation techniques can achieve low inter-domain delays. We evaluated the average delay between each PUBLISH and the corresponding NOTIFY message. Under the same workload conditions of the previous experiments, we collected delays for:

- All the clients without our PS enhancements
- All the clients of any service class with the IOM running,

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Our work within the PS demonstrates the suit-ability of a service differentiation approach to enhance the standard IMS infrastructure for improved performance in inter-domain enter prise-service scenarios. The reported results are encouraging and confirm the good scalability of all of the proposed PS enhancements. Our work preserves full compliance with the standard and, thus, enables the deployment over already installed IMS-conformant networks. We are con-vinced that the availability of our developed pro-totype and inter-domain IMS testbed could significantly contribute to the widespread deploy-ment of IMS-based technologies.

The encouraging results already obtained are motivating future work in two primary directions. On the one hand, we are working on the IOM client to also limit PS subscription traffic by aggre-gating multiple watcher SUBSCRIBE messages and by exchanging lists of new or updated sub-scriptions. On the other hand, we are using our PS enhancements to implement a novel IMS-based location-aware agenda for mobile users willing to track their mutual positions and activities while moving in our campus wireless infrastructure.
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